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GIFTS FOR HER

Marmot Women's Variant Hybrid Capri Pants

If you trend cold, or need a little more warmth than
what a traditional base layer offers ... the Marmot
Hybrid Variant Capris is a good option.
$105

Mammut Stoney HS Thermo Pant

These hard shell pants boast a DryTechnology
laminate that seals out moisture and wicks sweat,
and just enough synthetic insulation to keep us
warm and comfortable.
$299 / Demo $42

Norrona Women's lofoten Gore-Tex Insulated
Pants

Superbly constructed ski pant ideal for cold days
on the mountains thanks to Primaloft insulation.
Keep warm and look good while spinning laps or
taking a stroll through winter landscapes.
$499 / Demo $39

Fjallraven Keb Eco-Shell Jacket

Comfortable, durable, slightly stretch 4 season
shell -- with a eco conscious focus that doesn't
sacrifice any waterproof performance
$500 / Demo $48

Mammut Stoney HS Thermo Pant

These hard shell pants boast a DryTechnology
laminate that seals out moisture and wicks
sweat, and just enough synthetic insulation to
keep us warm and comfortable.
$299 / Demo $33

Norrona
Women's
Insulated Jacket

lofoten

Gore-Tex

Superbly constructed jacket ideal for cold days
on the mountains thanks to Primaloft insulation.
Keep warm and look good while spinning laps
or taking a stroll through winter landscapes.
$499 / Demo $43.50
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GIFTS FOR HIM

Mammut Stoney HS Pant Men

Rugged conditions are no problem for the
Mammut Stoney HS Pant. Highly durable and
made with Mammut's DRYtechnology Pro
material, you are protected against the weather
and have flexibility to maneuver down that
mountain! With 3 pockets in the front and 2 outerthigh zippers for venting you are ready to explore.

Norrona Lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Jacket

Whether your working everyday as a lead or tail
guide, perfecting your ski bum skills deep in the
mountains, or living out your dream ski vacation,
the Lofoten GORE-TEX PRO has the construction,
materials, and features to make sure you're ready
for action.

Outdoor Research Hemispheres Pant

Innovative features like generous side thigh vents
to regulate body temperature, smartly placed
stretch panels and a stretch mesh gaiter with a
slot for your boot power strap are well utilized in
this versatile shell pant.
$599 / Demo $51

$699 / Demo $70

$279 / Demo $35

Mammut Stoney HS Jacket

The Mammut DRYtechnology materials allows
great waterproof performance (20000mm) and
body temperature regulation with highly
breathable construction.
$449 / Demo $42

Norrona Lofoten Gore-Tex Pro Pants

The iconic lofoten Gore-Tex Pro pants are a
highly durable and protective freeride pant made
to deliver premium powder functionality.
$599 / Demo $61

Outdoor Research Hemispheres Jacket

The Hemispheres is built with 3 (layer)L Gore-Tex
C-Knit technology and blends in Stretch
Technology for uninhibited movement without
sacrificing waterproof performance.
$599 / Demo $58
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ACCESSORIES

Smith I/O MAG

Nothing ruins a great ski day more than not
being able to see your line. Putting on the Smith
I/O MAG™ goggles is a great way to provide
depth and definition to the terrain your riding.
$270

Smartwool Women's Ski Full Cushion Mountain
Snowflake Pattern Over The Calf Socks

Giro Contour RS Goggles

$27

$270

This ski sock is the perfect blend of performance,
durability, comfort, warmth, and style. With virtually
seamless toes and a narrower heel design,
comfort and fit in your boot is no problem. Fully
cushioned with maximum impact absorption, your
feet are cradled in comfort and support.

Helly Hansen ULLR RS30 Backpack 32L

Easy to load and unload thanks to the zippered
back-panel access to the main compartment,
plus an alternative quick-access zippered entry at
the top of the pack, the Ullr RS30 is an efficient and
feature-rich snow pack.
$180 / Demo $35

The Contour Reduced Size (RS) Goggle combines
state-of-the-art-frame design with a brand new
Toric lens to give you the ultimate in optics.
Combining the best of both spherical and
cylindrical lenses, the Toric VIVID Lens with Optics
by Zeiss mimics the shape of the eye yielding
superior vision.

Black Diamond Women's Mercury Mitt

The Black Diamond Women's Mercury Mitt is a
solid choice for year-round use and combines a
BD.dry™ waterproof insert with an Empel DWR on
the shell.
$119

Black Diamond Recon Gloves Women's

The Recon Gloves are waterproof, while the 340
grams of PrimaLoft® Gold insulation on the back
and additional 170 grams on the palm provide
superior protection against the cold. The Recon
Gloves offer dexterity while the leather palm adds
durability and grip to this ultra-warm workhorse.
$99.95

Norrona lofoten Mid Weight Merino Socks

The lofoten Mid Weight socks are an outstanding,
versatile sock constructed from traceable,
mulesing free wool.
$39
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Outdoor Research Feedback Shirt Jacket

Meet the Feedback Shirt Jacket - the best of a
flannel shirt and a shirt jacket, combined into one
durable, warm layer. Just as breathable and UPF
protected as its flannel cousin, the Feedback's new
addition of a fleece liner and 85% recycled
Outdoor Research proprietary VerticalX ECO™ add
warmth and comfort to a best seller.

APRES SKI

Outdoor Research Vigor Plus Fleece Hoodie

The low profile Vigor Plus Fleece Hoodie works
well as a warm layer beneath your shell, or as an
external layer in higher exertion activities. It's highly
breathable, wicks moisture well and is water and
wind resistant.
$169

Marmot Bronx Pom Hat

The Women's Bronx Pom Hat, with its ribbed cuff, is
at home in high altitude mountain towns, apres
festivities, or in the daily walk around the city. Lined
with high-loft fleece for full-on warmth and comfort,
this hat the features and construction that will
make you fall in love with it daily.
$39

$149

Black Diamond Access Down Hoody

The epitome of the do-it-all down jacket, the Black
Diamond Women's Access Down Hoody is a
versatile mid-weight down insulator that brings the
heat for primo fall mountain days, ski outings and
chilly days down in town.
$259 / Demo $39

Fjallraven Canada Shirt

The classic Canada Shirt from fjallraven, designed
to provide warmth on mountain treks and daily
cold weather outings. Robust, warm shirt in flannel
made with recycled wool.
$150

Norrona Men's falketind down750 Hood Jacket

This jacket works nicely as an outer layer on cold
summer days and is right at home as a mid-layer
during the winter. Knowing that cold conditions are
often accompanied by moisture, Norrona has
placed synthetic insulation at the sides, neck, and
lower arms to help retain heat in wet conditions.
$299 / Demo $35
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Come visit our Seattle store or anytime online. We offer 3-day new gear demos or multi
day rentals on outdoor gear & apparel so you can try before you buy!
That's right! We want you to take the gear out for a spin and make sure it's a perfect fit so
it's a gift that keeps on giving vs. one on your return list.

LEARN MORE AT MTNGEAR.COM

